
Banwell Bypass Survey – 20  May 2021 – Summary 

Following a request to Winscombe and Sandford Parish Council on 4th May by the Banwell 

Bypass Team, volunteers for working groups to engage with the project team were 

recruited.   

A survey was drafted by Sandford Neighbourhood Group members to find out Sandford 

community concerns and suggested solutions about Banwell Bypass issues, bringing traffic 

from around 2,000 new homes directly through Sandford on the A368.  This survey was 

circulated electronically on the 11th May, with a hand delivery to around 484 households in 

Sandford.  A separate delivery was undertaken by the Sandford Station manager, to the 125 

St. Monica’s households in Hapil Close and Station Road.   

Responses received from households in Sandford 144 
Those on the A368 54 

 

Question: What kind of engagement or consultation about the Banwell bypass plans would you 

like the Council to offer Sandford residents and businesses? 

Public meetings in the village 119 

Newsletters 103 

Individual letter from the Council 60 

 

Question: What are your concerns about the impact of the Banwell Bypass scheme, including the 

new road and roundabout at Towerhead? 

Volume of traffic 136 

Speed of traffic 125 

Congestion 111 

Pollution 111 

Noise 113 

Pedestrian/cyclist/disabled/pushchair safety along the new road and the A368 107 

Pedestrian/ etc. safety at Hill Road junction and Nye road junction 110 

Impact on wildlife, habitat, and foraging areas 92 

Impact of road surface water runoff, flooding, drainage 77 

Impact of pollution from traffic 101 

Impact of added transport emissions contributing to climate change 88 

 

Question: What mitigation or solutions do you hope to get, to meet your concerns about the 

scheme? 

Individual speed cameras within Sandford village limits 80 

Average speed cameras at either end of the village 103 

20 mph limit or zone along A368 and all residential roads 100 

Village gateways at both entrances to the village on the A368 99 

Land for wildlife habitat, foraging sites and greenway along the new road 98 

Tree and hedge planting scheme along the roadsides through Sandford 105 

Roadside benches and planters along the A368 ( to improve outlook and amenity). 61 



Hedging and tree offer to residents/businesses along A368 79 

Air Quality Monitoring equipment installation outside Sandford Primary School 103 

 

Comments on “What kind of engagement or consultation about the Banwell 

bypass plans would you like the Council to offer Sandford residents and 

businesses?” 

Commitment to ensure Banwells traffic problems do not become Sandfords 

NSC will be fully aware of the impact upon Sandford and Churchill of a Banwell only bypass. It 

needs to meet with all stakeholders to address concerns and explain how additional traffic 

volumes will be addressed. A road that alleviates one problem, but makes it worse in the next 

village is not a viable investment. This would be tackling the problem on a micro rather than 

macro scale. 

Email correspondence and opportunities to respond to developments via the Council website. Any 

opportunities for Sandford residents to have their say on this project should be created with 

consideration for those with sight and hearing impairments as well as mobility issues. 

The engagement has to be for both Sandford & Winscombe as we are in very real danger of 

making decisions which will adversely affect Winscombe..  I would prefer this sort of engagement 

to be open and public. 

Email and online forums to improve speed of communication and debate 

Online polls to determine what residents feel about proposals. Council should fully engage with 

residents, and be open and transparent about plans, and ensure two- way dialogue. 

Detailed plans from contractors, especially relating to 2) and 3) C – G; I 

I would like to see the Council be a good deal more pro-active… who is speaking about the 

protection of Rural England? 

Zoom meetings 

Timely, i.e. not rushed, with time for true consultation. 

 

  

Comments on “What are your concerns about the impact of the Banwell 

Bypass scheme, including the new road and roundabout at Towerhead?” 

Whilst pedestrians are mentioned in the answers above, the issues run deeper. There has been no 

proactive work by NSC to deal with potholed and overgrown pavements in Sandford in all the 

years I have lived here. I have to drive my children to school due to the HGV's and speeding 

drivers passing within feet of us. Due to the congestion outside the school, children living in an 

infill village are experiencing inner city levels of vehicle emissions.Also, with NSC and the Parish 

Council unwilling to proactively introduce measures to reduce speeding, Sandford needs 

reassurance that all issues are effectively dealt with prior to construction of the bypass. 

Pushing the congestion from one village to the next, with the additional traffic from new houses 

that will be built around the new road.It will not be a bypass- quite the opposite. 

The lack of enforcement - if the current enforcement standards are to be expected after this 

scheme is completed, Winscombe village will simply suffer the same issues that Banwell is 

currently experiencing. Bluntly . . the traffic problems will be exported to Winscombe village 

centre. The 3 main roads feeding into Browns Corner will become gridlocked due to the parking 

arrangements outside the Fish Bar and the Bakery as well as the sharp bend/junction outside the 

Co-Op shop. Speed limits are not enforced at all and speeding traffic is encountered daily along 

Hill Road, South Croft and Sandford Road, as well as the A371. Also the recent proposal to reduce 



the speed limits will produce no discernible results at all  . . . they will be ignored too. The 

Sandford / Winscombe route is already used as a "rat run" for traffic heading north from the A38, 

as well as traffic in the opposite direction from Weston-super-Mare. These are usually daily 

commuters who enjoy a high speed run through the chicanes of parked cars. The A371 has a 7.5 

tonne weight limit which I have never seen enforced. There is one local Haulier who enjoys 

"grandfather rights", which drivers of other companies seem to think applies to them as well. Hill 

Road, South Croft and Sandford Road are all within this same weight limit, but again HGV's use it 

as a short cut, to and from the A38.It will be highly likely as well, that the expected increase in 

traffic through Winscombe and Sandford will have a heavily detrimental effect on the access 

capabilities of the Avon and Somerset Fire and Rescue appliance, which is stationed on the 

Sandford Road. 

Impact on Churchill, where the A368 narrows significantly such that 2 HGV's are unable to pass. 

My main concerns would be the increased pollution for residents and pupils at Sandford School.  

The narrow pavements through Sandford and the lack of pavements between Sandford and 

Churchill lights.  I am not concerned about the speed limit being reduced to 20mph because 

studies have shown that vehicles exiting a 20mph zone produce more emissions as they 

accelerate compared to vehicles which are moving at a constant speed.  However,  proper 

enforcement of the 30mph zone is needed.My other main concern are the pinch points from 

Hilliers Lane to Churchill Traffic Lights.  There is a lack of pavements!!  There are several pinch 

points where vehicles have to slow or stop to let an on coming vehicle pass. Are the going to 

enforce compulsory purchase orders on the properties which line the road? This will get worse 

and back up through Sandford as it did in Banwell.  The Banwell problem is just being passed to 

Sandford and Churchill.Why has the route not been confirmed?  Are WSP Engineering Consultants 

still advising NSC on the bypass options?Finally,  is the junction at Churchill being upgraded?  This 

will provide a bottleneck with a knock on into Sandford. 

I have ticked the above boxes as concerns if the bypass DOES NOT GO AHEAD ... and the impact 

this is having and continues to have on the residents of Banwell.  The Bypass is essential is this 

village is to survive and thrive in the same way that Sandford and Winscombe. 

I live on Hill Road and currently traffic (not HGV's)  from Weston, Locking and surrounds wishing 

to get to Winscombe,Sidcot, Cheddar and beyond probably would use the A371 Castle Hill and 

onto Winscombe. When or if this new Banwell Bypass is built this traffic will I suggest, use the 

Bypass onto Station Road and then turn right onto Hill Road at Nye Road/Greenhill Road junction 

to get to Winscombe. So,  what protection against additional speeding 

traffic/pollution/noise/road surface damage etc etc, is there going to be offered to those who live 

on Hill Road and Sandford Road and all roads joining them? 

My property has direct frontage onto the road - front door - pavement (narrow) - road. All the 

increased heavy transport will shake the foundations, decrease the value and ruin my life. 

Lack of speed limit enforcement. 

Additional crime and accidents  in the village. No gain to village from extra traffic just pain! 

Inadequate footpath/pavement provision in Sandford raises safety issues. More and bigger trucks  

trying to negotiate pinch points between Churchill traffic lights and junction Hill Rd/Nye Rd 

Quite simply this road should be located whereby the villages of Banwell AND Sandford/Churchill  

are bypassed. The roads through both Sandford/Churchill villages are far too narrow to cope 

safely with the increased traffic volumes which will definitely occur. Also children going to school 

in Sandford and Churchill will be at much greater risk. Parents will be forced to drive offspring to 

school which will just make congestion and pollution even worse. By all means bypass Banwell but 

don’t let the price of improvement be a blight on the lives of Sandford/Churchill residents. 

I am concerned that the council have not given a clear directive for the construction of the second 

stage of the byepass from towerhead to the A38. If it was built at the same time as the present 

phase 1 of the scheme it would reduce some of the potential problems in Sandford and 

Churchill.It has taken nearly 50 years to get phase 1 underway, how long for phase 2 if at all? 



With more traffic coming through Sandford, trying to get out of Orchard Drive would be even 

more hazardous. If it is not slowed down, the volume of traffic and the ,often, flooding on the 

main road to the left of the exit of Orchard Drive, along with the fact left is a blind spot, will most 

certainly cause an accident in the future.Also, I am very concerned of the increase in noise to the 

Bramley Close residents who back onto the main road. I know the current noise echoes off the tall 

wall of Thatchers to the gardens opposite. I used to live there. Some of the gardens are short in 

length.Also, the A368 in Churchill is narrow in some points which will cause traffic to have to give 

way, thus stopping and bottle-necking at those points. 

Additional safety risk around Sandford primary schoolAdditional safety risk around Sandford 

church junctionAdditional speeding due to people driving on the bypass, previously minds would 

have be slowed due to congestion in banwellSignificant additional risk during Sandford primary 

school start and finish times, parents dropping off children and parking on the A368 , so causing 

bottleneck and so congestion with consequences including pollution and safety risks.  All around 

childrenSignificant additional risk around Sandford village hall during times of use.  Currently, 

users park their cars on the A368 that already cause a bottleneck to traffic flow.  This risk with 

only increase with an increased number of cars attracted to the area due to the banwell bypass. 

A 20mph limit through Sandford would not work! Motorists do not adhere to the 30 mph limit.so 

reducing the speed to 20mph would be totally  ineffective.Village gateways would not work 

either, Sandford being a long road through village. By the time traffic reaches the centre of 

Sandford motorists will have speeded up again. 

By building more roads, we do not reduce congestion, we make it worse, it has been well 

researched and proven. All this does is encourage the development of more car dependant 

communities which destroys the communities if those they drive through. We need the 

investment in local jobs and local public transport to encourage reduction in road use. How does 

this align with the legal requirement to reach net zero emissions? 

A bypass is definitely needed for the poor people who live near West Street in Banwell, and for 

the majority of us who have no choice but to drive through Banwell. 

The lack of questions relating to Churchill and Winscombe is wrong.  Anyone pushing a push chair 

along the A368 by bypass probably needs medical help!  Can a charge point be put ing at e.g. 

Sandfoirds Stores. 

The number, overall size and weight of commercial vehicles, apart from those servicing 

Thatcher’s.  If there is a likelihood of the A368 being used to access the A38 at Churchill, it should 

be noted that there are two sections between Sandford and Churchill which are not wide enough 

ie no central white line, for two large vehicles to pass safely, let alone one such and domestic 

travellers. 

Pollution next to sandford primary school 

Pollution near sandford primary school 

Drivers continually speed through Sandford, particularly early mornings when traffic volume is 

lower. The speed of vehicles is not within legal limits and the signs placed around the village have 

limited or no impact. Speeding vehicles is particularly pertinent passing the Ford garage towards 

Banwell where drivers pick up additional speed due to the incline of the road. 

Compulsory acquisition of land 

This scheme - meaning crafty or secret plan - will cause irreversible devastation and destruction to 

an enormous 'Green Site'.  Is nobody listening to Sir David Attenborough?  Coronovirus 19 is a 

much less dangerous one than the Human Species virus 

The size of so many vehicles - will the number of them increase with the new road? 

Thatchers - see 3K 

Install speed humps & one-way systems as in Hutton 

Immense danger to residents of Sandford Station - travellers exiting the site etc. 

Weight limit of vehicles will be lifted - therefore very heavy traffic coming through village.  

Because of railway bridge in Winscombe they can't ever consider that route.  Road not wide 



enough to accommodate heavy lorries - no pavements at Churchill end!  However, WE WANT A 

BYPASS!! 

The A368 is a total joke as an A Road.  It has far too many *** *** hold ups for the over heavy 

traffic that it takes.  Because of these, speeding is very noticeable due maybe to the frustration at 

the delays. 

Volumes of speeding traffic affecting Churchill School pupils, now having to walk from Winscombe 

/ Banwell / Sandford due to coaches about to be cancelled ? 

As a home owner I would be concerned about devaluation of properties in the village.  Also feel 

that we would need to negociate a reduction in the rates / council tax 

This will lead to more HGVs passing through Sandford 

Sandford & Banwell will end up as one small town, not two separate villages.  Schools, shops, 

doctors to serve all their new people?  And jobs 

Loss of amenity for Sandford residents 

Passing Banwell's problem onto Sandford having problem 

Don't agree with bypass which passes the problem from one village to another.  That's not solving 

the problem. 

 

 

Comments on “What mitigation or solutions do you hope to get, to meet 

your concerns about the scheme?” 

Should have 30mph from Churchill traffic lights all the way through to the end of Sandford at 

Towerhead. 

Road markings and signage to ensure that when people use Greenhill Road and Hill Road as a rat 

run, they are aware of villagers exiting driveways. 

I would like to see traffic calming measures / chicanes like those in Hutton. At least then the speed 

of traffic HAS to be reduced. At the moment, there doesn't seem to be any speed limit adhered to 

and I don't see a 20mph limit being able to be enforced - after all, if people can't travel at the 

correct speed of 30mph, why would they do 20mph??I can't see how tree / hedge planting along 

the road would do anything other than affect visibility - and that's already fairly poor on some 

sections of the road. This main road is used by school children and the elderly - we HAVE to take 

them into account!I can't see chicanes being accepted though as Thatcher arctics would have to 

negotiate them - and that wouldn't be easy - but I do feel it is the ONLY and RIGHT way to tackle 

SPEEDING traffic. 

Permanent enforcement presence, be it sanctioned volunteers or Avon & Somerset Police. Traffic 

lights along the A368 at strategic points to slow traffic down and at the railway bridge on the 

A371. 

All speed limits must equally apply to Hill Road. Likewise speed cameras or average speed 

cameras must be considered for Hill Road. The survey speaks of 'either end of the village' for the 

village gateway but again Hill Road must be taken into account. 

Some kind of crossing, or improved visibility at the Hill Rd/Nye Rd junction, to slow the traffic, as 

this is where the school children are likely to be crossing on their bikes. 

Better wider pavements.  Additional pedestrian crossings at the end/start of the village. 

Traffic speed enforcement needs to be in place along Hill Road, South Croft and Sandford Road 

into Winscombe as well. Currently there is a total disregard for the 7.5T weight limit along this 

road. 

Continuation of bypass to A38. What has happened to that proposal? Congestion just being 

moved from Banwell to Sandford by the looks. Morning and evening busy periods are eventually 

going to be horrendous. Deterrant to access Winscombe from new Towerhead roundabout may 



help. 7.5 ton weight limit imposed accept for access (Thatchers). Lorries are ruining our village. 

Average speed camera also located at Hill road. 

There is NO mitigation that will make me support any plan to increase the volume and nature of 

traffic through villages which are ill equipped to cope. REDESIGN THE ROUTE TO BENEFIT 

EVERYBODY. 

Full time traffic lights at Hill Rd/NyeRd,A368 cross roads junction  to slow down the speed of 

through traffic and help reduce rat running through Somerville Rd where I live.Traffic priority 

places (like those through Hutton village) again to slow traffic speed. 

New shared Sandford village hall / primary school car park.  This could be shared as the uses of 

the two things wouldn’t overlap.  The car park could be on spare grass land in the new housing 

estate which is next to the school and opposite the village hall.  The proposed sports field that the 

land is currently allotted for, could be moved to agricultural land behind the school ( with land 

owners agreements).Traffic lights on cross road where A368 joins road to winscombe and Puxton. 

NYE road and Sandford to winscombe roads.Road widening of the A368 at Churchill.  Currently in 

places the road narrows so cars and lorries cannot pass together, causing traffic to stop and so 

congestion to slow and so build up.Traffic flow management improvements at junction between 

A368 and A38.  This could include additional lanes and length of lane,  so improved traffic flow as 

cars wait to exit the A368.  Currently there is land to the left of the exit so is possible.Improved 

traffic management for users of the strawberry line.  Users have to cross the A368 within 

Sandford with the additional safety risk of additional volume of traffic. A pedestrian/ cyclist bridge 

would be the ideal solution. 

Years ago in either France or Portugal (can’t remember), they had a traffic light system where 

speeders were stopped at the next traffic lights. E.g. a 20mph is in force, a driver speeds at say 

22mph, 50 yards along the road, speed traffic lights are enabled resulting in a minutes wait (with 

camera).Not sure if this the correct place to comment, but A 20mph is not adhered to by all 

drivers resulting in tailgating, horns and overtaking� 

Traffic calming measures, similar to that installed in Barrow Gurney, and improved bus services 

Walking along the A368 between St Monica and All Saints church is often an intimidating and 

frightening experience. There is only a footway on the South side - there are gaps with no footway 

on the North side. The footway is narrow in several places. Should you meet another person 

walking in the opposite direction with a pushchair or buggy it is necessary to stand in the road 

whilst they pass.This footway is part of North Somerset's Recommended Walking / Cycling route 

between Winscombe and Churchill School which will, presumably, be significantly increasingly 

used when the school bus from Winscombe to Churchill School is withdrawn and now the 

Strawberry Line has been resurfaced to make it a more viable and attractive school route in 

inclement weather.My suggestion is that the footway on the North side is left as it is but South 

side footway is significantly widened. This would probably help to naturally reduce the speed of 

traffic with a narrower road. Consideration could also be given to making the widened footpath 

shared access for pedestrians and cyclists to encourage Churchill School pupils to cycle to school 

and improve safety for cyclists. 

Proper footpath installed alongside at least one side of roadway along A368 between Dinghurst 

Road and Towerhead/A371 junction - that includes an adjacent functional cycle/horse riding lane. 

Limiting the size and tonnage of vehicles permissible along A368. Making the section of road at 

A368/The Bell Inn junction in Banwell a no-right turn for vehicles coming from Sandford and 

Churchill direction. Improve traffic flow at Churchill/A38 to prevent congestion in Churchill and 

Sandford. Filter for traffic turning right from A368 Bath Road on to A38.Extend bypass to include 

Banwell, Sandford and Churchill. Limiting access to the bypass i.e closing the slip road that gives 

access to bypass between 23:00-06:00 daily or at weekends. Reduce speed limits on bypass. Do 

not put in a central reservation or a dual carriageway. Much like A4174 at Colliers Way. Have 

proper designated lanes and filter at roundabout for cars turning onto A368 for cars travelling 

along bypass.  Make A368 and bypass a toll road. 



Devaluation of properties along Greenhill Road7.5 ton weight limit for Greenhill Road towards 

Churchill traffic lightsThatchers lorries to be directed to and from Thatchers via the bypass and 

not along Greenhill Road 

What is the list above about?  Ridiculous!  Tree and hedge planting through the village - 

presumably dining up pavements to make space?  Roadside benches - what to watch the traffic?  

Traffic calming will definitely be needed. 

Chicanes or similar to prevent speeding through the village. The village of Weston-In-Gordano, 

North Somerset, successfully introduced road narrowing and chicanes to reduce speed through 

the village. A similar practice should be adopted to prevent speeding and improve air quality. 

The problems with you people is that there are 30mph laws which first are not policed 

Is Thatchers able to provide an access road to that site direct from the bypass to avoid HGVs from 

using the A368? 

My concerns are the extra number of HGVs using the A368.  Also life will be unbearable for me as 

I live close by the main road - even now noise is unbearable from volume of cars, HGVs etc.  

Motorbikes etc.  also from speed of cars.  Very few are travelling at 30mph.  Some at 60mph. 

The A38 should be taking more of the very heavy traffic 

Planning permission for another bypass road to bypass Sandford! 

Only mitigation will prevent speeding.  People overtake at 50-60mph when leaving Sandford and 

cross double white lines to do so. 

Despite 30mph signs some 500 metres before Mead lane, cars & trucks often hit the village way in 

excess.  This is dangerous.  Emerging from our lane it's impossible to see a speeding vehicle.  Only 

cameras will deter these idiots.  Nothing else works except for real sanctions by law. 

A budget for frequent buses, with covered bus shelters and electronic information boards, and 

safe cycling route along the new road and A368 are badly needed, otherwise private car travel in 

Sandford and the other villages will continue to increase.A whole area 20 mph limit through all 

residential areas in Sandford, including Nye Road, Hill Road, Sandmead Road, reinforced with 

average speed cameras is the only way speeding will be controlled to an acceptable level. 

 


